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Mutants of the Drosophila dunce (dnc) and rutabaga (rut) genes,
which encode a cAMP-specific phosphodiesterase and a
calcium/calmodulin-responsive adenylyl cyclase, respectively,
are deficient in short-term memory. Altered synaptic plasticity
has been demonstrated at neuromuscular junctions in these
mutants, but little is known about how their central neurons are
affected. We examined this problem by using the “giant” neuron
culture, which offers a unique opportunity to analyze mutational
effects on neuronal activity and the underlying ionic currents in
Drosophila. On the basis of instantaneous frequency and first
latency of spikes evoked by current steps, four categories of
firing patterns (tonic, adaptive, delayed, and interrupted) were
identified in wild-type neurons, revealing interesting parallels to
those commonly observed in vertebrate CNS neurons. The
distinct firing patterns were correlated with expression of dif-
ferent ratios of 4-aminopyridine- and tetraethylammonium-

sensitive K1 currents. Subsets of dnc and rut neurons dis-
played abnormal spontaneous spikes and altered firing
patterns. Altered frequency coding in mutant neurons was
demonstrated further by using stimulation protocols involving
conditioning with previous activity. Abnormal spike activity and
reduced K1 current remained in double-mutant neurons, sug-
gesting that the opposite effects on cAMP metabolism by dnc
and rut do not counterbalance the mutual functional defects.
The aberrant spontaneous activity and altered frequency cod-
ing in different stimulus paradigms may present problems in the
stability and reliability of neural circuits for information process-
ing during certain behavioral tasks, raising the possibility of
modulation in neuronal excitability as a cellular mechanism
underlying learning and memory.
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Modification in synaptic strength and nerve terminal branching
has been the focus in the study of cellular mechanisms underlying
learning and memory (Bailey and Kandel, 1993; Bliss and Col-
lingridge, 1993). cAMP-mediated signaling pathways have been
associated with synaptic plasticity in many species, from synaptic
facilitation in Aplysia (Kandel and Schwartz, 1982) to long-term
potentiation in mammals (Frey et al., 1993; Huang et al., 1994;
Weisskopf et al., 1994); however, cAMP-dependent modulation of
ion channels (Levitan, 1988) has also been shown to modify
impulse activities of neurons (Kaczmarek and Kauer, 1983). Be-
cause modulation of neuronal electrical properties can profoundly
change the operation of neural networks (Getting, 1989; Harris-
Warrick and Marder, 1991; Marcus and Carew, 1991), it may
represent another important cellular mechanism for activity-
dependent conditioning of behavior.
In Drosophila, a combination of different approaches has estab-

lished that dnc and rut mutations affect learning behavior attrib-
utable to defects in cAMP metabolism (Dudai et al., 1976; Byers
et al., 1981; Livingstone et al., 1984; Tully and Quinn, 1985;
DeZazzo and Tully, 1995; Davis, 1996; Wustmann et al., 1996).
Recently, these mutations have been demonstrated to alter syn-
aptic transmission and nerve terminal arborization at larval neu-
romuscular junctions (Zhong and Wu, 1991; Zhong et al., 1992),
to reduce growth cone motility in cultured larval CNS neurons

(Kim and Wu, 1996), and to disrupt habituation in an escape
circuit of adult flies (Engel and Wu, 1996). Little is known,
however, about how the electrical activities of central neurons are
affected. Intracellular recording of action potentials has been
performed on certain Drosophila neurons in vivo (Ikeda and
Kaplan, 1974; Tanouye et al., 1981), but additional electrophysi-
ological analyses have been limited by technical difficulties. The
Drosophila “giant” neuron culture system has provided a prepa-
ration accessible to electrophysiological characterizations of neu-
ronal activity and the underlying ionic currents (Wu et al., 1990;
Saito and Wu, 1991, 1993; Zhao and Wu, 1994). These giant
neurons are derived from cell division-arrested embryonic neuro-
blasts (Wu et al., 1990), which display different branching patterns
and express various types of ion channels (Saito and Wu, 1991,
1993), transmitters (Huff et al., 1989), and neuron-specific anti-
gens (Wu et al., 1990). Here we show that different categories of
giant neurons exhibit distinct firing patterns, providing a basis for
mutational analysis of neuronal activity.
Our results demonstrated altered firing patterns and aberrant

spontaneous spikes in dnc and rut neurons. Defects in spike
frequency coding in mutant neurons were characterized under
different stimulus protocols. Correlating current-clamp with
voltage-clamp data in mutant cells suggested alterations in
voltage-activated K1 currents, which were shown to be involved in
generating different firing patterns. The aberrant spontaneous
activity, frequency coding, and modulation by previous condition-
ing in mutant neurons may affect the performance of the neural
circuits that mediate different learning behaviors. The neuronal
defects in learning mutants dnc and rut support the notion that
modulation of excitability may serve as a potential cellular mech-
anism for learning and memory.
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Preliminary results have been published previously in abstract
form (Zhao and Wu, 1994).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drosophila stocks. The wild-type strain Canton-Special, homozygotes of
two different alleles of dnc (dnc 1, y dnc 2 ec f ), two alleles of rut (rut 1, y
rut 2), and the double-mutant strain y dncM11 cv v rut 2 f were raised on
standard Drosophila medium at room temperature.
Cell culture. Cultures of Drosophila “giant” neurons, derived from

cytokinesis-arrested embryonic neuroblasts, were prepared as described
previously (Wu et al., 1990; Saito and Wu, 1991). Briefly, female flies
were allowed to lay eggs on agar plates for 1–2 hr. The embryos that were
collected were incubated for 3–4 hr at 258C and then homogenized in
modified Schneider medium (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) con-
taining 200 ng /ml insulin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 20% fetal bovine serum
(FBS), 50 mg /ml streptomycin, and 50 U/ml penicillin (all from Life
Technologies). Cells were collected after centrifugation and resuspended
in medium containing 1–2 mg /ml cytochalasin B (Sigma). Cells were
plated on uncoated glass coverslips, and cultures were maintained in
humidified chambers at room temperature (21–248C). Cytochalasin B was
removed either by replacing with fresh culture medium a few hours after
plating or by washing with physiological saline (see below) before record-
ing. No evident differences in physiological results were noticed between
the two treatments (cf. Saito and Wu, 1991; Zhao et al., 1995).
Electrophysiological recordings and data analysis. Whole-cell patch-

clamp recording has been described previously (Saito and Wu, 1991;
Zhao et al., 1995). Patch electrodes were pulled from glass capillaries (75
ml micropipettes, VWR, Chicago, IL) and had a tip resistance of 2–4 MV
when measured in the recording solution. Whole-cell recordings were
obtained primarily from monopolar or bipolar neurons (soma diameter
;15 mm) by using an EPC-7 patch-clamp amplifier (Medical Systems,
Greenvale, NY). The seal resistance was usually.8 GV, and the junction
potential was nulled just before rupture of the cell membrane. Bath
solution contained 128 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1.8 mM CaCl2,
and 35.5 mM sucrose, buffered at pH 7.1–7.2 with 5 mM HEPES (adjusted
with NaOH). Patch pipettes were filled with a solution containing 144 mM
KCl, 1.0 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 5.0 mM EGTA, buffered at pH
7.1–7.2 with 10 mM HEPES (adjusted with KOH). An IBM-compatible
computer equipped with A/D, D/A converters (Labmaster, Axon Instru-
ments, Foster City, CA) was used with pClamp software (Version 5.51,
Axon Instruments) for voltage/current pulse generation and data acqui-
sition. Data were digitized at 1–5 kHz. All figures were constructed using
software Clampfit (pClamp 5.51, Axon Instruments), Sigmaplot (Jandel
Scientific, San Rafael, CA), and Superpaint (version 2.0 for Macintosh,
Silicon Beach, San Diego, CA). Cell membrane capacitance (C) was
determined by the following equation: C 5 Q/V, under voltage-clamp
conditions. Briefly, a small depolarization pulse, V (5 mV), was delivered
from a holding potential of 280 mV. Q was the integrated, total charge
measured by using pClamp software.
Functional categorization of cell types. The firing patterns of individual

neurons were determined by step current injections of 600 msec at an
intensity of two- to threefold threshold level. Firing patterns were cate-
gorized in wild-type neurons according to the following criteria involving
latency to the first spike (latency) and instantaneous firing frequency
determined by the reciprocal of interspike intervals. In particular, the
intervals between the first two spikes ( ffirst) and between the last two
spikes ( flast) in the spike train were used for distinguishing four different
firing patterns. (1) Delayed: the onset of spikes showed a significant delay
with a latency .100 msec. (2) Adaptive: these neurons were normally
conformed to the criteria of a latency,100 msec and flast/ffirst , 0.7. They
displayed decreasing firing frequency within a spike train. (3) Tonic: the
latency was ,100 msec and flast/ffirst . 0.7. The firing frequency in these
neurons was relatively constant and did not show a general trend of
decrease. (4) Interrupted: the latency for the first spikes was ,100 msec,
but there was a quiescent period of interruption before the reinitiation of
a spike train with a sustained, high firing frequency, such that flast/ffirst .
2.5. The critical values of latency and the flast/ffirst ratio for the above
categorization were chosen because they described clear functional cat-
egories with minimal overlaps in all of the wild-type neurons obtained for
this study. Except for some restricted cases (shown in Fig. 7 and discussed
in Results), the same set of criteria has been applied to the analysis of the
firing patterns of all-or-none spikes in mutant neurons. (The above
criteria could not be applied to a few strongly adaptive cells in which only
one or two spikes were generated during the 600 msec period. These
spikes occurred with a latency ,100 msec, and a spike train was not

evoked with increased stimulus intensity. Such cells were not included in
Figs. 6, 9, and 10, but were reported only in Tables 1 and 2.)

RESULTS
Whole-cell current-clamp and voltage-clamp records were ob-
tained mainly from monopolar and bipolar neurons (soma size
13–18 mm). Homozygous mutants of two dunce alleles, dnc1, dnc2,
two rutabaga alleles, rut 1, rut 2, and double mutant dncM11rut 2

were examined in this study, whereas Canton-Special wild-type
flies were used as controls. Three types of membrane potential
changes in response to step current injections, all-or-none,
graded, and nonregenerative were observed in wild-type (Saito
and Wu, 1991) and mutant neurons (Zhao and Wu, 1994). The
distributions of these three types of cells were similar among
cultures of different genotypes and were consistent with a previous
report on wild-type cultures (Saito andWu, 1991). The three types
of neuronal excitability were also observed in dissociated embry-
onic neurons grown in a modified culture medium (O’Dowd,
1995). We found that the mutant phenotypes were most evident in
the firing patterns observed in cells exhibiting all-or-none action
potentials, which constituted a major population in different ge-
notypes (wild type, 153/300; dnc 1, 28/50; dnc 2, 73/137; rut 1, 124/
220; rut 2, 43/89; dncM11rut 2, 93/163).

Abnormal spontaneous firing in mutant neurons
An immediate hallmark of the mutant cultures was the spontane-
ous firing activities observed in subsets of neurons (Fig. 1). In
contrast, wild-type neurons remained quiescent unless step cur-
rent stimulation was applied (dnc 2, 9/73; rut 1, 19/124; and
dncM11rut 2, 15/93; vs wild type, 0/153). Figure 1 shows examples
of repetitive overshooting impulses in a dnc neuron that lasted for
seconds and sporadic oscillations seen in a rut neuron. It should be
noted that nonovershooting spontaneous spikes were more prev-
alent in rut, whereas both overshooting and nonovershooting
impulses were frequently encountered in dnc neurons. In addi-
tion, long-lasting plateau potentials occurred in rut (not shown)
and dnc rut neurons (Fig. 1), in which spikes of decreasing am-
plitude turned into sustained depolarization. These observations
imply that abnormal neuronal hyperexcitability is caused by both

Figure 1. Spontaneous firing in subsets of mutant neurons. Examples
show regenerative spikes in the absence of current injection in isolated
“giant” neurons from dnc 2, rut 1, and dncM11rut 2 cultures. Long-lasting
plateau potentials were seen in rut and dnc rut but not dnc cultures. The
resting potential and the zero (dashed lines) membrane potential are
indicated. Note differing time scales.
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dnc and rut mutations, despite their opposite effects on cAMP
metabolism.
Other functional abnormalities were present in the mutant

neurons, as indicated by the aberrant firing patterns induced by
different paradigms of current injection. To analyze the disrupted
mechanisms, a functional categorization of the cell types in the
wild-type cultures must be established to allow an investigation on
how cells of different categories are affected by dnc and rut
mutations.

Classification of firing patterns in wild-type neurons
A diversity of firing patterns in response to constant current
injections is a hallmark of neurons in the CNS in many inverte-
brates and vertebrates (Byrne, 1980; Getting, 1983; Connors and
Gutnick, 1990; Kawaguchi, 1995). Similarly, a diverse profile of
firing was observed in giant neuron cultures of Drosophila. Among
cells showing all-or-none action potentials in response to step
current injections, four categories of firing patterns, distinct in
their instantaneous frequency and first spike latency, were char-
acterized in wild-type neurons (for criteria, see Materials and
Methods). Figure 2 shows examples of the four firing patterns:
adaptive (A1), tonic (B1), delayed (C1), and interrupted (D1). The
instantaneous frequencies after the onset of step current injection
in four representative cells were plotted at three stimulus inten-
sities (Fig. 2A2–D2). The solid symbols indicate the occurrence of
the first spikes and the reciprocal of the first spike latency. It is
worth noting that the categories of firing patterns in Drosophila
neurons reported here have also been described in neurons of
many species, including mammals (Llinás, 1988; Connors and
Gutnick, 1990).
Because neurons showing interrupted firing patterns were

rarely encountered (,5% overall), they were excluded from fur-
ther analysis. The remaining three major categories of wild-type
neurons exhibited distinct electrical properties and pharmacolog-
ical differences that are illustrated below and summarized in
Table 1. This provides additional distinctions among neurons of
different functional categories and their alterations in mutant
cultures.

Voltage-dependent K1 currents in the regulation of
firing patterns
In identified neurons of other species, prepulse protocols have
been shown to be an effective means for detecting the presence of
a transient, inactivating K1 current and assessing its involvement
in regulating spiking activities (Byrne, 1980; Getting, 1983). As

shown in Figure 3A, spike initiation by current injection was
modified differentially by conditioning prepulses in different cat-
egories of neurons. Either a hyperpolarizing or a subthreshold
current pulse preceding a suprathreshold depolarization was used
to modify spike trains in adaptive (left), tonic (middle), and de-
layed (right) wild-type neurons. In delayed neurons, the onset of
spikes was greatly facilitated by subthreshold depolarizing pre-
pulses and retarded by hyperpolarizing prepulses. Interestingly,
the opposite was true in adaptive cells under an identical para-
digm. Furthermore, a small gradual depolarization (“hump”) was
frequently induced by a subthreshold stimulus in adaptive cells
(Fig. 3A, Table 1). In general, tonic neurons displayed an inter-
mediate sensitivity to modification by prepulses.
The diverse firing patterns may reflect differences in the expres-

sion of different ion channels among distinct neuron types.
Voltage-dependent K1 currents have been shown to be crucial in
the regulation of neuronal firing patterns in many species (Hille,
1992). In Drosophila, voltage-activated K1 currents have been
characterized extensively in muscle fibers (Salkoff, 1983; Wu and
Haugland, 1985; Singh and Wu, 1989; Wu and Ganetzky, 1992;
Wang and Wu, 1996) and in cultured neurons (Byerly and Leung,
1988; Solc and Aldrich, 1988; Baker and Salkoff, 1990; Saito and
Wu, 1991, 1993; O’Dowd, 1995; Zhao et al., 1995). In particular,
the feasibility of correlating neuronal spike activities with the
underlying ionic currents in the giant neuron culture system
allowed us to examine the roles of these currents in the regulation
of firing patterns of isolated single neurons.
We found evidence for differential expression of 4-aminopyridine

(4-AP)-sensitive (transient) and tetraethylammonium (TEA)-
sensitive (delayed) K1 currents in different cell types. Bath applica-
tion of 4-AP (1 or 2 mM) increased the firing frequency and short-
ened the latency to the onset of spikes to a different extent in each
cell type (Fig. 3B). Clearly, these changes were most pronounced in
delayed cells (right) and least evident in adaptive cells (left). In sharp
contrast, adaptive cells were the most sensitive, and delayed neurons
the most resistant, to modification by TEA (Fig. 3C). Bath applica-
tion of TEA (5 or 10 mM) broadened the duration of action poten-
tials, reduced the rate of spike repolarization, and changed the shape
of afterhyperpolarization most significantly in adaptive cells (left).
We directly correlated current- and voltage-clamp data in the

same cells to further investigate the involvement of different types of
voltage-dependent K1 currents in distinct firing patterns. The left
column in Figure 4 shows trains of spikes evoked in adaptive (A1),
tonic (B1), and delayed (C1) wild-type neurons. After identification

Figure 2. Categories of firing patterns of all-or-
none action potentials in wild-type neurons. A1–
D1, Examples of whole-cell recordings from four
individual neurons exhibiting adaptive, tonic, de-
layed, and interrupted firing patterns. Open sym-
bols in A2–D2 plot the instantaneous frequency
of spikes against time (after the onset of stimu-
lation) with three current intensities (same data
from cells in A1–D1). Filled symbols in A2–D2
signify the latency of the first spikes evoked by
step current injections.
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of the firing patterns under the current-clamp condition, tetrodotoxin
(TTX) and Cd21 were applied to the bath to eliminate voltage-
activated Na1 and Ca21, and Na1- and Ca21-dependent K1 cur-
rents (Saito and Wu, 1991, 1993). The voltage-activated outward K1

currents were isolated in this manner from adaptive (A1), tonic (B1),

and delayed (C1) neurons and characterized under voltage-clamp
conditions. Delayed cells seemed to express more fast-activating,
transient K1 currents, especially in the lower voltage range (Fig.
4C2). In comparison, K

1 currents in adaptive cells activated more
slowly and showed much less inactivation (Fig. 4A2).

Figure 3. Roles of K1 currents in the regulation of neuro-
nal firing in wild-type cultures. A, Delayed cells appeared to
be most sensitive to modification by preconditioning pulses.
Trains of spikes from adaptive (left), tonic (middle), and
delayed (right) neurons were elicited by suprathreshold cur-
rent injections preceded by either a hyperpolarization (bot-
tom trace) or a subthreshold depolarization (top trace). B,
Delayed cells were most sensitive to 4-AP treatment. Spikes
of adaptive (left), tonic (middle), and delayed (right) neurons
before (control, top) and after (bottom trace) 4-AP treatment
were compared. C, Adaptive cells were most sensitive to
modification by TEA. Action potentials of adaptive (left),
tonic (middle), and delayed (right) neurons before (control,
top) and after (bottom trace) TEA treatment were
compared.

Table 1. Electrical properties of wild-type neurons exhibiting different firing patterns

Tonic Adaptive Delayed

Input resistance (MV)a 1316 6 91 (45) 12386 116 (21) 1052 6 162 (15)
Resting potentials (mV)b 263.6 6 1.1 (49) 259.6 6 1.5 (32)* 254.5 6 2.0 (14)**
Threshold (mV)c 235.7 6 2.6 (16) 238.5 6 2.0 (35) 226.1 6 5.0 (8)*
Spike amplitude (mV)d 58.6 6 3.8 (28) 56.86 2.7 (28) 57.8 6 7.9 (6)
Duration (msec)e 2.9 6 0.4 (33) 2.96 0.4 (19) 1.9 6 0.2 (8)
Response to subthreshold stimulation f No Yes No
Oscillation before spikes g No No Yes
Anodal break h Yes Yes No
Modification by prepulsei 11 1 111

IK/ IA
j .1 .2 .0.3

Data are mean 6 SEM, with the numbers of cells examined indicated in parentheses. Statistically significant differences from tonic cells in paired Student t tests are indicated.
* p , 0.05; **p , 0.01.
aInput resistance: measured as the membrane voltage change from the resting potential divided by the amplitude of the hyperpolarizing current step applied.
bResting potentials were measured immediately after forming the whole-cell configuration.
cThreshold for action potentials: determined as the take-off (inflection point) membrane potential of the first spike in response to step current injections.
dSpike amplitude: voltage difference between the resting potential and the peak of the first action potential.
eDuration: half-width of the first action potential, determined as the time between the peak and threshold.
fIn response to subthreshold current injections, adaptive cells often showed an aborted regenerative hump (Fig. 3A, top trace).
gIn response to suprathreshold current injections, delayed neurons oscillate before the onset of spikes (Fig. 3C ).
hSpike initiation after release from strong hyperpolarizing current.
iThe sensitivity of neurons to preconditioning by subthreshold depolarization and hyperpolarization as indicated by changes in the delay of spike onset (see Fig. 3A ).
jIK/ IA indicate here as the ratio of TEA-sensitive ( IK) and 4-AP-sensitive ( IA) potassium current components (see Fig. 4).
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4-AP (1 mM) and TEA (5 mM) were sequentially applied to
examine the relative abundance of transient and slow inactivating
components in cells displaying different firing patterns (Fig. 4).
The 4-AP- and TEA-sensitive K1 currents were then isolated by
subtracting the remaining K1 currents after each treatment from
the currents before the treatment. Consistent with the above
current-clamp results (Fig. 3), TEA-sensitive, slowly inactivating
K1 currents were predominant in adaptive cells, whereas 4-AP-
sensitive, transient K1 currents were prevalent in delayed cells
(Fig. 4, right panels; also see Table 1). Tonic cells showed an
intermediate amplitude for both TEA- and 4-AP-sensitive com-
ponents (Fig. 4, right panels; Table 1). It should be noted that the
proportion of the remaining 4-AP- and TEA-insensitive K1 cur-
rents (Fig. 4A4–C4) varied in neurons and was not an indicator for
different neuron types.
Taken together, these results show that the adaptive, tonic, and

delayed firing patterns arise, at least in part, because of the
differential interplay of distinct voltage-activated K1 currents with
inward Na1 and Ca21 currents. For example, the delayed onset
type of firing most likely results from the inhibitory but self-
inactivating effects of transient K1 currents (Byrne, 1980; Getting,
1983; Rogawski, 1985); however, Ca21- and Na1-dependent K1

currents may also play some roles in determining the firing pattern
in Drosophila neurons (Saito and Wu, 1991, 1993). The roles of
these currents require further investigation.

Altered frequency coding in mutants
The above analyses provide a mechanistic basis and lend strong
support for the validity of the categories of firing patterns pro-
posed in Figure 2. We applied the same criteria (see Materials and

Methods) for categorization of firing patterns to mutant neurons
exhibiting all-or-none action potentials to examine how different
cell types were disrupted by dnc and rut mutations. We often
observed irregular spike activities in substantial fractions of neu-
rons in mutant cultures (Table 2; Figs. 5, 6). In addition, a variety
of extreme hyperexcitability was seen in mutant neurons whose
firing patterns and erratic waveforms suggest different mecha-
nisms in spike generation (Fig. 7 and Table 2, erratic firing). They
were excluded from the four categories described above.
Figure 5 shows examples of altered spike activities observed

from mutant neurons exhibiting adaptive, tonic, and delayed firing
patterns. Brief bursting activity during current injection and long-
lasting plateau potentials after the cessation of stimuli were the
hallmarks of mutant neurons.
Figure 6 presents instantaneous frequency plots of neurons

during suprathreshold stimulation (two to three times the thresh-
old level) (see Materials and Methods) for adaptive (A), tonic (B),
and delayed (C) types in wild-type, dnc2, rut1, and dncM11rut2

neurons. Several conclusions could be drawn on the basis of a
large sample size. First, subsets of mutant neurons lacked fidelity
in frequency coding attributable to fluctuations in firing rate.
Wild-type controls varied to some degree in firing rate but fol-
lowed a general pattern of frequency coding over time for each
type of firing. In contrast, subsets of mutant cells displayed abrupt
bursting activities and greater variation in firing rate. It seemed
that more severe abnormalities occurred more often in tonic and
delayed than in adaptive mutant neurons, indicating possible
differential effects of the cAMP cascade in different cell types.
Second, long-lasting plateau potentials were observed in mutant

Figure 4. Differential expression of 4-AP- and TEA-sensitive K1 currents in different categories of wild-type neurons. A1–C1, Firing patterns evoked by
step current injections in adaptive, tonic, and delayed neurons. A2–C2, Voltage-activated outward K

1 currents elicited by depolarization steps between
260 and 120 mV with 20 mV increments from a holding potential of 280 mV under voltage-clamp conditions. The K1 currents were measured in saline
containing TTX and Cd21 after firing patterns were determined under current-clamp conditions. Reduction in K1 current amplitude after sequential
application of TEA and 4-AP reflects the TEA- and 4-AP-sensitive components (two right panels) in the total currents (A2–C2).
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neurons (Figs. 5, 6). These cells fired continuously at a relatively
stable rate even after the cessation of current injection (marked by
arrows in Figure 6). This type of abnormal firing seemed to be
more abundant in rut 1 than dnc 2 or dncM11rut 2. Finally, aberrant
firing was found in the double-mutant dncM11rut 2, suggesting that
dnc does not functionally rescue the rut defect, consistent with the
poor performance of the double mutants in learning behavioral
tests (Livingstone et al., 1984).
As mentioned above, in a subpopulation of isolated mutant

neurons, depolarizing current pulses frequently evoked strikingly
aberrant electrical activities (Table 2, erratic firing), which do not
fall into the above four firing categories. Examples are shown in
Figure 7. A large proportion of these cells displayed spikes of
small amplitudes and high firing rate, and prolonged plateau
potentials associated with small amplitude, high-frequency oscil-
lations (Fig. 7). Although the exact mechanisms are not known,
the extreme excitability patterns in these isolated single cells
might arise from distinct hyperexcitable sites on neurites, or they
might be initiated through interactions among different cellular
regions such as autapses (Bekkers and Stevens, 1991).

Altered spike activities after a conditioning stimulus
in mutants
The functional categories of different cell types with distinct firing
patterns led us to try additional stimulation paradigms to reveal
further defects in mutant neurons. Two stimulation paradigms

were found to be effective in characterizing frequency coding
under activity-dependent conditioning. A ramp stimulus can be
used to indicate the rate of accommodation and a paired-pulse
protocol can reveal the influence of previous activity. Figure 8
shows an example of the results from a wild-type (Fig. 8A1) and a
dnc (Fig. 8B1) neuron. In response to a suprathreshold step
current injection, both tonic neurons exhibited similar firing rates
(Fig. 8C1). Nevertheless, clear changes of activities were observed
in the dnc neuron in subsequent tests with ramp (Fig. 8B2 ,C2) and
double-pulse (Fig. 8B3 ,C3) stimuli. In response to a ramp depo-
larization, the wild-type neuron generated a train of impulses with
gradually increased firing rate, which was silenced by the termi-
nation of depolarization (Fig. 8A2 ,C2). In contrast, the dnc neu-
ron showed irregularities in firing rate and an increase in spike
instantaneous frequency, reaching a maximum of 50 Hz, followed
by a long-lasting train of spikes after the cessation of the ramp
(Fig. 8B2 ,C2). In response to a twin-pulse depolarization, unlike
the wild-type neuron, the dnc neuron displayed abnormal facili-
tation, with more spikes evoked by the test pulse than by the
conditioning pulse (Fig. 8). These observations suggested that
more subtle mutational effects on different firing patterns could be
revealed using these stimulation paradigms.
Ramp stimulation was systematically applied to examine muta-

tional effects on neuronal accommodation to previous depolariza-
tion (Fig. 8A2 ,B2). In Figure 9, examples of spikes evoked by a 3

Table 2. Distribution of cells exhibiting distinct firing patterns

Genotype

Firing patterns (% of cells) Total
number of
cellsa

Spontaneous
spikesb

(number of cells)
Erratic firingc

(number of cells)Tonic Adaptive Delayed Interrupted

Wild type 45 32 19 4 152 0 0
dnc1 and dnc2 39 23 35 3 28 and 72 9 2
rut1 and rut 2 44 27 26 3 114 and 43 19 4
dncM11 rut 2 42 27 31 0 93 15 8

aTotal number of cells includes neurons displaying all-or-none action potentials and identified within the four firing patterns.
bSpike trains in the absence of current injections in some mutant neurons (compare Fig. 1) that are included in the “total number of cells” shown in the column.
cErratic cells displayed complex waveforms that do not fall into the four categories of firing patterns (e.g., Fig. 2), and they are not included in the “total number of cells” shown
in the column.

Figure 5. Examples of irregularities observed in
dnc, rut, and dnc rut neurons displaying adaptive,
tonic, and delayed firing patterns. Note the brief
bursting and long-lasting plateau potentials. The
resting potential is indicated.
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sec ramp stimulation in adaptive (A), tonic (B), and delayed (C)
neurons of wild type (top) and different mutants (bottom) are
shown. The instantaneous firing frequency was measured and
plotted against time during ramp stimulation for a quantitative
comparison (Fig. 9D–F).
In general, wild-type neurons in all three categories displayed a

gradual increment in firing rate during ramp stimulation. Various
altered spike activities in mutant neurons was revealed by ramp
depolarization. First, long-lasting firing was maintained in subsets
of mutant neurons after the cessation of a ramp stimulus (dnc 2,
3/48; rut 1, 2/42; dncM11rut 2, 1/31) (Fig. 9B,D–F), which lasted for
several seconds in some cases. In contrast, only brief afterpoten-
tials occurred occasionally in wild-type neurons. Second, fluctua-
tions in firing frequency and striking bursting activity were evident
in mutant neurons (Fig. 9A,E,F). Notably, bursts of spikes were
not only evoked by strong depolarization but also occurred fre-
quently in the early phase of stimulation, presumably a near-
threshold effect in mutant neurons. Third, compared with step
current injections, dnc mutations showed more profound defects
with a ramp stimulus, especially in delayed and tonic neurons,
whereas rut mutations appeared less abnormal during a ramp.
Abnormalities in response to previous activity conditioning

were demonstrated further in mutant neurons by the paired-pulse
paradigms. Figure 10A,B illustrates spike trains from an adaptive
rut 1 and a delayed dnc2 neuron evoked by the conditioning (left
panel) and test (right panel) pulses in comparison to wild-type

controls. Data obtained from neurons of different genotypes were
quantified by plotting the cumulative change in number of spikes
(ntest-ncond.) after the onset of the test pulse, i.e., the difference in
the number of spikes accumulated over stimulus duration between
the test and conditioning pulses. The resultant plots for tonic (Fig.
10C), adaptive (Fig. 10D), and delayed (Fig. 10E) neurons of wild
type and mutants are shown. We found that wild-type tonic
neurons exhibited relatively little sensitivity to prepulse condition-
ing, with only small cumulative changes in spike number (Fig.
10C). Adaptive cells often showed less firing after the precondi-
tioning pulse (Fig. 10D; (ntest-ncond. , 0), whereas delayed neu-
rons showed an increased cumulative change of spike numbers
(Fig. 10E; a positive trend of accumulation, ntest-ncond. . 0).
It is clear that neurons in mutant cultures displayed a much

greater range of variation, with either enhancement or decrement
of spike numbers, in response to test pulses after preconditioning
stimulation (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the trends in cumulative
changes observed in the adaptive and delayed wild-type cells were
no longer evident. For example, in both single and double mu-
tants, a portion of delayed neurons showed a reduction, instead of
an increase, of spikes after preconditioning (Fig. 10E). These
observations illustrate that firing activity became less predictable
in mutant neurons.
The results obtained by applying the ramp and twin-pulse

stimulus paradigms further elucidated modulation of neuronal
activities by previous activity, which might be important to the

Figure 6. Instantaneous firing frequency of spike trains
evoked by current injections in adaptive (A), tonic (B),
and delayed (C) neurons of wild-type and mutants, dnc,
rut, and dnc rut. Segments in each continuous line con-
nect the data points representing the instantaneous fre-
quency of successive spikes for each neuron (calculated
from the reciprocal of interpulse intervals; see Materials
and Methods). Arrows indicate long-lasting firing after
the cessation of current stimulation (600 msec). The
number of cells for each genotype is shown in the pa-
rentheses. For the sake of clarity, information about the
first spike (reciprocal of the latency, see Fig. 2) in each
neuron was omitted in the plots.
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experience-dependent modification of behavior in flies. It seemed
that such processes are altered in subsets of dnc and rut neurons.
Differential severity was observed, depending on categories of
firing patterns and on specific stimulation paradigms.

Reduced density of voltage-dependent K1 currents in
rut and dnc rut
To investigate the ionic mechanisms underlying the altered elec-
trical activities observed in mutants, pharmacological experiments
were first carried out to test whether certain K1 channel blockers
could phenocopy the mutant defects in wild-type neurons. As
shown above, voltage-activated K1 channels may play major roles
in the regulation of firing patterns in Drosophila neurons. Strik-
ingly, wild-type tonic neurons showed long-lasting plateau firing
after treatment by both 2 mM 4-AP and 10 mM TEA (Fig. 11A).
This pattern of gradual damping of spikes into an oscillatory
plateau also occurred spontaneously (data not shown). The robust
firing pattern mimicked the extreme phenotype seen in neurons of
rut 1 (Fig. 11A) and dncM11rut 2 (data not shown).
The above observation suggested defects in voltage-gated K1

currents in these mutants. This was supported by direct voltage-
clamp measurements of the underlying K1 currents in rut 1 neu-
rons that had been shown to display long-lasting plateau potentials
(Fig. 11B), and by voltage-clamp data pooled from populations of
mutant neurons without correlation to current-clamp data (Fig.
11C). In comparison with the wild-type control (Fig. 11C, circles),
the density of both transient (Fig. 11C, left) and steady-state (Fig.
11C, right) K1 currents was significantly reduced in rut and dnc rut
neurons. It should be noted, however, that other ion currents in
addition to K1 currents may be altered in mutant neurons. It is
well known that cAMP can modulate different inward and out-
ward currents (Levitan, 1988; Li et al., 1992). In addition, we
found that the effects of dnc mutations on K1 currents were more

complex, including a change in the voltage-dependence of channel
activation, which would require more detailed analysis involving
additional voltage-clamp paradigms and will be reported
elsewhere.

DISCUSSION
This study shows for the first time that cultured Drosophila em-
bryonic neurons can be categorized functionally according to their
distinct firing patterns and differential expression of K1 currents
of different kinetic and pharmacological properties. These studies
lay a foundation for the electrophysiological characterization of
functional alterations of central neurons from Drosophila mutants
of interest. Our results suggest that frequency coding and activity-
dependent plasticity of excitability are altered in neurons of dnc
and rut memory mutants, which are defective in the cAMP cas-
cade. It is therefore proposed that modulation of neuronal excit-
ability by second messenger cascades may serve as an important
cellular mechanism underlying learning and memory.

Ion channels, neuronal activity, and neural plasticity:
role of the cAMP cascade
The giant neuron cultures of Drosophila contain various cell types
differentiated from cell division-arrested neuroblasts. Previous
studies have demonstrated that these multinucleated cells express
neuron-specific antigens and preserve morphological and func-
tional diversity (Wu et al., 1990; Saito and Wu, 1991, 1993; Zhao
and Wu, 1994). Using this culture system, the present study

Figure 7. Highly irregular, abnormal electrical activities observed in
isolated mutant neurons. Such complex waveforms do not fall into the four
categories of firing patterns (cf. Materials and Methods, and Fig. 2). They
were not seen in isolated wild-type neurons and could not be attributable
to synaptic interactions between neurons. Note bursts of spikes, long-
lasting plateau potentials, and the small amplitude of action potentials
evoked by 600 msec step current injections.

Figure 8. Patterns of electrical activities of a wild-type and a dnc2 neuron
subjected to different current injection paradigms. A1–A3, Patterns of
spike activity in a “tonic” wild-type neuron elicited by step (A1, 600 msec),
ramp (A2, 3 sec), twin pulses (A3, 2 sec; conditioning, top; test, bottom)
from B1–B3. The same paradigms applied to a “tonic” dnc

2 mutant
neuron. C1, C2, Plots of instantaneous frequency for spike trains evoked by
step current injection and ramp stimulation. C3, Cumulative differences of
the number of spikes between conditioning and test pulses (see text).
Calibrations: vertical, 20mV for all panels; horizontal, 100 msec (A1, B1),
500 msec (A2 , B2), 300 msec (A3 , B3). Wild type, circles in C1 and C3 and
the thin line in C2; dnc, squares in C1 and C3 and the thick line in C2. Note
that clear abnormalities in the dnc neuron, which appeared close to
normal in response to step current injection, were revealed by the ramp
and twin-pulse paradigms.
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establishes the functional categories of Drosophila neurons ac-
cording to distinct firing patterns.
An understanding of the functional diversity of neurons is

required for a broad biological framework for studying the effects
of defined molecular lesions on single neurons in Drosophila
mutants with specific behavioral defects. Four distinct types of
firing patterns, tonic, adaptive, delayed, and interrupted, were
classified according to the instantaneous frequency and first spike
latency (Fig. 2). We provided different lines of evidence suggest-
ing that distinct firing patterns of neurons are associated with
differential expression of the transient, 4-AP-sensitive, and de-
layed, TEA-sensitive K1 currents (Figs. 3, 4). Significantly, the
categories of spike activities in Drosophila neurons show striking
parallels to those described in other species, including mammals
(Llinás, 1988; Connors and Gutnick, 1990).
Despite the opposite effects on cAMP metabolism, dnc and rut

mutations (Byers et al., 1981; Livingstone et al., 1984) lead to
superficially similar defects in the various developmental, physio-
logical, and behavioral phenotypes. These include poor learning
performance (Tully and Quinn, 1985; Wustmann et al., 1996),
abnormal habituation of a cleaning reflex (Corfas and Dudai,
1989) and an escape circuit (Engel and Wu, 1996) in adult flies,
altered synaptic transmission at the larval neuromuscular junction
(Zhong and Wu, 1991), reduced growth cone motility in cultured
larval CNS neurons (Kim and Wu, 1996), and disrupted frequency
coding and hyperexcitability in cultured giant neurons reported
here. Nevertheless, striking differences in the counterbalancing
effects of dnc and rut have been observed in morphological and
functional assays. Abnormalities in both branching patterns of
nerve terminals (Zhong and Wu, 1992) and growth cone motility
(Kim and Wu, 1996) could be restored in dnc rut double mutants.
In contrast, severe behavioral and physiological alterations still

Figure 9. Firing of neurons in adaptive (A), tonic
(B), and delayed (C) categories in response to 600
msec step current injections (top traces) and 3 sec
ramp stimuli (bottom traces). Examples from wild-
type (top panel ) and mutant (bottom panel ) neu-
rons are shown. Note different time and voltage
scales. D–F, Instantaneous frequencies of spike
trains evoked after the onset of the 3 sec ramp in
neurons of tonic (D), adaptive (E), and delayed
(F ) categories. Neurons of each genotype are
grouped for comparison (see Fig. 6 for details of
the continuation for the instantaneous frequency
plots). Note sustained firing after the cessation of
ramp (bars beneath the time axis) in some mutant
neurons.
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remain in double mutants, including poor learning performance
(Livingstone et al., 1984) and more severe defects in habituation
of an escape circuit (Engel and Wu, 1996), and deranged firing
patterns in cultured neurons (this report), suggesting that dnc
could not counteract the rut defects in these functions.
Several known cellular mechanisms must be considered in fu-

ture research into the reasons why dnc and rut mutations show
different abilities to counteract in different phenotypes. First, it is
possible that the enzymes phosphodiesterase (PDE) and adenylyl
cyclase (AC), which are encoded by these two genes (Chen et al.,
1986; Levin et al., 1992), are segregated and localized to different
subcellular compartments (Nighorn et al., 1991; Han et al., 1992)
associated with different downstream targets. Alternatively, the
dynamic process of the cAMP cascade (Levine et al., 1994), rather
than the average levels of cAMP, might be crucial for neural
plasticity. Thus, the striking alterations of neuronal activity that
remained in dnc rut double mutants may indicate that an intact
spatial and temporal organization of the pathway is required to
conduct the regulation and modulation of ion channels in the
neuron.

Similar to dnc and rut, ion channel mutations such as Sh
(Shaker) and eag (ether á go-go), which affect voltage-dependent
K1 channels, and napts (no action potential-ts), which suppresses
expression of voltage-dependent Na1 channels (Wu and
Ganetzky, 1992), have been demonstrated to cause short-term
memory deficiency in an odor-associative learning paradigm
(Cowan and Siegel, 1984, 1986). This may not be surprising,
because the modulation of various K1 currents in larval muscle
has been shown to be altered in dnc or rut mutants (Zhong and
Wu, 1993). Furthermore, our voltage-clamp results indicate that
the density of K1 currents is significantly reduced in rut and dnc
rut (Fig. 11), suggesting that some mutant phenotypes may be
caused by perturbed modulation of K1 current. It should be noted
that other ion channels, in addition to voltage-activated K1 chan-
nels, are likely to be affected in dnc and rut (M.-L. Zhao and C.-F.
Wu, unpublished observation). The feasibility of performing both
current- and voltage-clamp recordings on the same cells in the
giant neuron culture system, combined with available vital mark-
ers for identification of neuronal types (enhancer–trap detection:
Wright and Zhong, 1995; green fluorescent protein technique:

Figure 10. Changes in neuronal firing rate after a
prolonged (2 sec) preconditioning pulse. A, B,
Examples of spike trains observed from wild-type
(top traces) and mutant (bottom traces) neurons of
the adaptive (A) and delayed (B) categories.
Spikes elicited by the conditioning current injec-
tion (left panels) are compared with spikes in re-
sponse to the test pulse of identical duration and
amplitude (right panels), with the interpulse inter-
val of 0.5–1 sec. C–E, Cumulative change of spike
numbers from different categories of neurons. For
each neuron, the spike counts during the condi-
tioning (ncond.) and the test (ntest) pulse are com-
pared at each time point (the bin size is 0.2 sec)
after the onset of stimulation. The cumulative
difference in the spike counts between the two
spike trains (ntest-ncond.) is plotted against time.
Note the different influence of the conditioning
pulse on the firing rate in tonic (C), adaptive (D),
and delayed (E) wild-type neurons and the lack of
such trends in mutant neurons of some categories.
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Yeh et al., 1995), should enable additional studies on the various
ionic currents that underlie dnc and rut phenotypes and that
contribute to neuronal plasticity.

Altered frequency coding and responses to previous
conditioning in memory mutants
Many lines of evidence from both invertebrates and vertebrates
have demonstrated that neuronal spike activity plays an important
role in synaptic plasticity in vivo (Lnenicka et al., 1986; Budnick et
al., 1990; Cline, 1991). In addition, neuronal electrical properties
can exhibit considerable plasticity, as has been shown in the
thalamus of mammalian brain (McCormick, 1992) and the soma-
togastric ganglia of lobster (Turrigiano et al., 1994, 1995). Various
firing patterns found in Drosophila neurons are directly compara-
ble with the heterogeneous firing properties in mammalian corti-
cal neurons (Conners and Gutnick, 1990; Kawaguchi, 1995) and in
identified invertebrate neurons (Byrne, 1980; Getting, 1983; Jo-
hansen and Kleinhaus, 1990). Therefore, modulation of neuronal
firing patterns in Drosophila should be characterized in detail to
explore further the genetic control of cellular mechanisms under-
lying neuroplasticity.
In response to suprathreshold step current injections, wild-type

neurons of different categories follow a defined temporal pattern
in firing frequency, and each operates within a restricted fre-
quency range (Figs. 2, 3; Table 1). In contrast, erratic firing
patterns in subsets of dnc and rut mutant neurons deviate from a
clear scheme of frequency coding for each cell category (Figs. 5,
6). Some details of the abnormalities are noteworthy. First, the
periodic bursting activity of single mutant neurons reached an
instantaneous spike frequency as high as 120 Hz (Fig. 6), whereas
the maximum instantaneous frequency seldom approached 30 Hz
in wild-type controls. Such bursting activities apparently occurred

more frequently in tonic and delayed neurons than in adaptive
neurons. Second, unlike wild-type neurons that returned to qui-
escence at the termination of stimulation (Figs. 5, 6), some mutant
neurons frequently generated prolonged firing activities outlasting
current steps for seconds (Fig. 6, indicated by arrows). These
long-lasting potentials seemed to be more frequent in neurons of
rut than those of dnc. Third, extreme cases of abnormal patterns
of regenerative potentials were found in subpopulations of mutant
neurons that do not fall into the four categories in response to
step current injections (Fig. 7).
Additional subtleties of mutational effects on neuronal excit-

ability were revealed with stimulation paradigms (Fig. 8) involving
preconditioning, such as a progressive increment of stimulation
strength in the ramp or long-duration depolarization in the twin-
pulse protocol. In general, mutant neurons displayed in these two
paradigms showed considerably greater variability than wild-type
controls (Figs. 9, 10). Moreover, the overall trend found in each
category of wild-type controls with a twin-pulse paradigm became
blurred in dnc and rut mutant neurons (Fig. 10). So far, these
paradigms have examined only short-term plasticity in neuronal
excitability. The long-term effects of conditioning by prolonged
previous activity on firing patterns in Drosophila neurons must
await further investigation.
Synchronous activities and oscillations at characteristic firing

frequencies in neuronal populations are thought to be important
for the proper functioning of isolated neuronal networks of the rat
hippocampus and neocortex (Buzsáki et al., 1992; Whittington et
al., 1995). Recently, theoretical analysis and computational mod-
eling proposed that multiple short-term memory events could be
represented by oscillatory activities in a network, with each mem-
ory event stored at a different high-frequency subcycle imbedded

Figure 11. Reduced density of voltage-dependent K1 cur-
rents in rut and dnc rut. A, Phenocopy of the long-lasting
firing seen in some rut neurons (bottom) by a wild-type
neuron treated with both 2 mM 4-AP and 10 mM TEA
(top). B, Correlation of firing mode and the underlying K1

currents in the same neurons of wild-type control and the
rut 1 mutant. Suppression of voltage-activated K1 currents
is evident. C, Current–voltage relations showing density of
K1 currents determined at the peak and steady-state from
populations of wild-type and mutant neurons. Most of the
cells were not characterized for their firing patterns. Data
points indicate mean 6 SEM, with the number of cells
examined shown in parentheses.
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in a low-frequency oscillation (Lisman and Idiart, 1995). Progress
made in insects revealed that the frequency of field potential
oscillations in the mushroom bodies of the locust is odor-
dependent (Laurent and Naraghi, 1994), with processing of dif-
ferent features of olfactory information distributed among neural
subassemblies (Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994). The observed
aberrant spontaneous activity, disrupted frequency coding, and
abnormal modulation by previous conditioning in dnc and rut
neurons of Drosophila might present problems in the stability of
neural circuits and the reliability of information processing (Sanes
and Constantine-Paton, 1983; Getting, 1989), causing poor per-
formance in certain learning tasks in mutants. Our results thus
lend strong support for the notion that in addition to the well
established synaptic mechanisms, modulation of neuronal excit-
ability represents a potentially important cellular mechanism for
learning and memory processes.
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